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Simulation of temperature-compensated voltage limit curves for 
aerospace N&Cd batteries using a first principles’ model 

Abstract 

Temperature-compensated witage limils (VIT limits) are routinely used in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites to permit fast charging of 
the Ni-Cd battery with minimum overcharge and without the problems of thermal mnaway during overcharge. The vollage limits are 
expcrimenrally determined from e~tenwe testing of cells for a proper design of the charge :ontrol system to achieve the desired charge/ 
discharge ratio in orbit. Here, we demonstrak the use of first-pnnciples’, mathematical models lo coo~trw the VlTcwves Leorctically.The 
predicted charge/discharge ratios under various orhil conditions such as different stales of charge. in-rush currenl~ and temperatuozs are 
compared with the experimental data. 

1. Introduction 

Nickel-cadmium cells may sustain thermal run-away 
under extreme conditions of overcharge, especially at high 

charge rates. Even constant voltage charging, e.g. on the 

Orbiting Astronomicd Observatory (OAO) spacecraft. 
resulted in a thermal run-away. This is a result of the exoth- 
e&city of the overcharge reactions in an Ni-CdceIl (Fig. 1 
[ 1 I ). The measurements froman isothermal flowcalorimcter 
of the beat evolved on a repetitive cycling of a 6 Ah Ni-Cd 
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cell illustrate the change-over from an endothermic nature of 
the charge process to an exothermic reaction during ovcr- 
charge. The higher the cell temperature. the earlier thecharge 

reaction becomes exotbetmic, i.e. at 20°C theexothermicity 

sets in at - 80% of full charge. whereas at 0 “C, the reaction 
becomes exothetmic at -95C state-of-charge (WC). The 
cell temperature is thus elevated during overcharge. which in 
tumressltiinadecreaseintheccllvoltage (ductoitsaegativc 
temperature coefficient of -0.5 mV/“C [2;3]) and an 
increase in the overcharge rate (at constant charge voltage). 
Furtbemwc, the charge efficiency of the Ni electrode is low 

at high tcmpcraturcs. due to tbe parasitic oxygen evolution 
process being more favorable,especially at high temperatures 
[4]. For example, the polarization curves for the oxygen 
evolution (Fig. 2 [S]) indicate a higher oxygen evolution 
reaction at higher temperatures. Also, the temperature coef- 

ficient of the equilibrium potential is lower in magnitude for 
the Ni reaction ( - 1.514 mV/“C) compared with the para- 
sitic oxygen evolution reaction ( - 1.68 mV/“C) [2]. The 
increased oxygen evolution in turn generates further heat in 
the ccli, eventually causing a thermal run-away. Constant 
voltage charge control is, therefore, inapplicable in critical 
applications, such as on spacecraft requiring high degree of 
safety and reliability. For example, on tbe LEO spacecraft, 
there is little time allowed for charging the battery, as com- 
pared with the Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) space- 
craft. The Low Earth Orbit (LEO) battery is thus charged at 
a relatively higher rate. with the power from relatively large 
solar arrays; charge control is rather critical under these con- 
ditions to prevent thermal run-away. Efforts to develop au 
optimum charge methodology resulted in the use of temper- 
ature-compensated voltage limits during charging of batter- 
ies, under LEO conditions 161. 

The purpose of the temperature-compensated voltage ( V/ 
7) limits is to achieve desired percent recharge ((Ah in/Ah 
out) X IO0 or the inverse percent of cell throughput effi- 
ciency) across a range of battery temperatures. For sustained 
orbital operations. the percent recharge must be greater than 

100%. Highcrpercentrecharges, on theothcr hand,cauaffcct 
the life of the battery. To achieve the desired pcrcentxcharge 
between these two limits under widely varying conditions 
(load variations, sun angles. eclipse times, etc.), a family of 
V/Tcurves have been developed by NASA for battery charg- 
ing [6]. In this paper, we report the generation of such V/T 
curves for an aerospace M-Cd battery, based on a first-prin- 
ciples’, mathematical model [ 71. These models have been 
developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in conjunc- 
tion with Texas A&M University and the University of South 
Carolina. The original versions of the models were based on 
a macrohomogeneous description of the porous electrodes in 
the Ni-Cd cell, similar to those developed by Newman and 
Tiedeman I81 and Fan and White [9]. Current versions arc 
based on the approximation of the porous electrode behavior 
to a homogeneous resc:ion layer, i.e. planar geometry. This 
approximation is valid due to the dominant nature of the 
diffusion and conducdon p-’ .,xesses in the solid matrix corn- 
pared with that in the liquid phase [ IO, I1 1. The development 
of a battery model with all the relevant sub-routines and its 
prediction accuracy inrclationtoapracticalacrospacebattety 
have tzcn described in Ref. [ 121. The applicability of this 
homogeneous reaction (planar) approach has been dcmon- 
stratcd for selected spacecraft applications. Here, we dem- 
onstrate the applicability of this model to predict the V/T 
limits for an aerospace Ni-Cd battery. As may be seen below, 
theconstructionofthe VITcwvcsfrom theexpcrimentaldata 
is rather elaborate, expensive and often incomplete due to the 
sensitivity of the V/T limits to the orbit conditions (dis- 
charge/charge or occultation-day cycle) and cell design. 

2. Experimental generation of V/T EWWS 

There is not much of a documentation in the literature on 
the generation of the V/T curves, nor are the constraints on 
the application of these voltage limits well understood. For 
the sake of completeness and with the objective ofproviding 
details on the conditions for simulations, the method of con- 
structing the V/T curves is briefly discussed below. 

Historically, the voltage-limited charging was initially 
used in low-altitudeorbitapplications, with orwithoutctmcnt 
limits depending on battery temperature and solar array char- 
acteristics. The design of such voltage-limited chargers 
involved considerable effort in current-voltage characteri- 
zation, and in the design of electronic circuits that limit the 
battery voltage during charge. Particular attention is focused 
on the sensitivity of battery-system performance to slight 
changes in the level and slope of the battery voltage limit, 
and to changes in cell and battery characteristics with time 
and service. It was also realized that it was desirable to have 
different battery voltage limits in the latter stages of the mis- 
sion from those in the early stages. Also, the use of a single 
battery voltage limit did not permit control of the battery’s 
percent recharge. its heat generation during overcharge, nor 
did it compensate for a partial or complete cell short during 



battery charge. Such considerations led to the present general 
practice of using multiple temperature-compensated battery 
voltage limits, each selectable by ground command. 

Several controllable or measurable parameters. e.g. voltage 
limit, temperature, peak charge current or in-rush current (i.e 
the maximum charge current before the set charge voltage is 
attained), average cell voltage and depth-of-discharge, inter- 
act during cycling with voltage-limited charge control and 
thus determine the percent recharge, the taper current and the 
SOC. Also, the I-Vcharacteristics of acell are nonlinear with 
temperature and SOC so that it is only possible to evaluate 
accurately the total effect of the parameter changes by: (i) 
performing a matrix of tests under simulated spacecraftenvi- 
ronment conditions. or (ii) performing simulations using 
I-V databases which have been previously developed by 
experiments. 

As a first step in the construction of the V/T curves. dis- 
charge/charge cycles are performed on the sampled cell/ 
battery under mission-simulated conditions. The duration of 
the discharge and charge phases, discharge currem and the 
peak charge current are thus specified by the mission. The 
initial SOC depends on the prior history of the cell. However. 
for a given set of test conditions as described above, there 
will be a unique value for the initial SOC at which thepe~ ‘...‘: 
recharge attains a steady-state value during cycling. Hi&!.<’ 
initial SOCs will result in a decrease in the percent recharge 
(or cell SOC) after each orbit cycle, whereas as at lower 
initial SO&, there is an increase in the percent recharge (or 
cell XC). Consequently, the percent recharge has to be 
measured after several cycles (e.g. 16 cycles), or after the 
percent recharge remains stable within I% variation for three 
consecutive cycles. ‘The percent recharges thus obtained at 
various charge voltage limits and at two different in-rush 
currents of 0.4 C and 0.25 C are plotted against the cell 
voltage. as in Fig. 3 141. Such percent recharge versus cell 
charge voltage plots are generated at various temperatures 
and in-rush currents relevant to the mission. Based on years 
of cell test data and experience with numerous flight pro- 
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CELL VOLTAGE LIMIT 0 
Fig. 3. Variation of percent recharge with the voltage V.I.‘ for B W-min 
LEO cycling (30 tin discharge at 15% depth-of-discharge and 60 tin 
char& on SAFE-Ammica NiXd cells at an in-rush wmnt of (0) 0.4 C 
and (0) 0.25 c. (Reprinted fmm Ref. [4, .) 
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grams, a range of percent recharge has been recommended at 
various temperatures forLEO applications (Fig. 4) [61.* 
two curves in Ftg. 4 am intended to bracket the accetxabk 

capacity loss due to au incomplete charging. Iacr&iag the 
depth-of-discharge or decreasing the charge rate wotddresuh 
in lower percent recharges. Conversely, increasing the initial 
SOC and increasing the charge rate would cause the pexcem 
recharges to increase. The voltage range correspcmdii tothe 
bracketed percent recharge is divided into eight equal seg- 
ments forthesake ofconvenience of&eon-boardeks 
and are numbered accordingly. The lines joining the voltages 
corresponding to a given percent recharge at various temper- 
atures (35 to - 10 “c) constitute the WTlevels (Fig. 5(a) 
and (b)) [5.12,131. Fig. 5(a) shows a family of the V/T 
curves developed by NASA [6,13], whereas Fig. 5(b) illas- 
trates the family of V/T curves developed recently by GE 
Astmspace for an Ni-Cd battery on the Mars Obwver Mis- 
siun [ 141. In the latter case, two kvels (labeled as shifted 
and unshifted I, exh consisting ofeight kvels have been used 
for an imp/ad coutrol on the percent rechart. The V/T 
levels 1 and 2 in Fig. 5(b) are chosen to coatml the pereat 
recharges in the charging of a 22-tell string containing use 
shorted cell. V/T level 8, on the other haud, is selected to 
provide a ‘safe’ operating voltage below the hydrogen 
evolution of cells aud should bc uxd with caution. 

3. vM”curvesfromthe5r!itprinci~model 

3.1. Outline ofthe model and testcm&im~~ 

The I/V characteristics of an aerospace Niid cell have 
been simulated. using the mathematkal model describedcar- 
lier [I I.121 and outlined briefly here. Ihe mmkl is k&I 
around principles of: 
I. materialbalanceforldissolvedspeeiesgen 

sumed by the electrochemical reactiou and transportedby 
diffusion and migration; 



2. changes in the electrochemical potential in the solid phase 
and in the electrolyte; 

3. charge transfer kinetics thmugh a modified Butler-Vol- 
mer rate equation; 

4. principlesofconservationofchargein:heelectrochemical 
cell, and 

5. effects of intercalation and slow diffusion of protons into 
the positive electrode. 
It is a simplification from the porous electrode models of 

Fan and White 191 in terms of recognizing the dominant 
effect of the mass transport pmccsses in the solid phase corn- 
pared with that in the liquid phase and thus assuming a uni- 
form reaction layer (planar electrode). The model permits 
diichargelcharge of any given cell under any specified test 
conditions, such as at constant current, constant voltage or 
constant power, with limits of either time, current, voltage or 
temperature. Furthermore, the recent model takes into 
account the existence of two phases of positive active mate- 
rial, i.e. /3- and y-forms of NiOOH and the corresponding 
reduced forms, p and a-Ni( OH), [ IS], for a more accurate 
prediction of the discharge and charge behavior. 

For a simulation of the V/T curves. the parameters corre- 
spunding to a 50 Ah NASA standard Ni-Cd cell (50AB35). 
manufactured by Gates Aerospace Battery Dwision for the 
TOPEX (Topological Explorer) mission were used. The cell 
consists of 16 positives aad 17 negatives of dimensions Il.5 
cm X 11.5 cm. The simulated test regime is similar to a 90 
min. LEO cycle, with a 30 min discharge to 15% depth-of- 
discharge followed by a 60-min of charge to a preset voltage 
limit, at two different in-rush currents of 0.4 and 0.25 C. 
Under these conditions. the experimental data on a typical 
aerospace N&Cd cell is availabie from in-house ground tests 
aad in the literature, see Ref. 141. These data will be used for 
a comparison with the simulations. 

.?.2. Simdations under LEO regime 

Fig. 6(a) illustrates the variations of simulated czll paten- 
tials and cell current under such LEO regime at a charge 
voltage of 1.39 V, in comparison with the experimental data 
obtained using a boiler-plate cell, with a discharge rate of 
0.75C (37.5 A), charge voltage limit of I.44 V, and an in- 
rush current of C/2. The simulated curves are essentially 
similar to the experimental data on the boiler-plate Ni-Cd 
cell. The differences such as the sloping discharge profile 
may be attributed to the fact that the simulations correspond 
to a steady-state behavior, i.e. after repetitive. cycling, 
whereas the experimental data reflects the behavior in early 
stages of cycling. The discharge voltages are higher for the 
simulations compared with tbe experimental data due to a 
higher discharge current in the latter case (0.75 C compared 
with 0.3 C for the simulations). The higher depth-of-dis- 
charge has also manifested in the observed cell voltage 
approaching the charge limit rather slowly compared to the 
simulations. Fig. 6(b) shows the simulated individual elec- 
trode potentials under the above LEO regime, which indicate 
that the polarization during discharge is mainly contributed 
by the positive electrode. the negative electrode exhibiting 
purely ohmic behavior. The output parameters of interest to 
the present study include percent recharge at the end of each 
cycle and the cell potential, individual electrode potentials, 
cell current, SOC of the cell and the charge efficie;. zy. These 
simulations have ken made under isothermal conditions. 

3.3. Effect of state-of-charge 

All the output parameters. especially the percentrecharge, 
are strongly dependent on the SOC of the cell. or more spa- 
cifically of the positive electrode. With low initial SO&, the 



percent recharges are fairly low and continue to increase after 
each LEO cycle. With a high initial SOC. on the other hand, 
the percent recharge is initially high and shows a decrease 
after each cycle. The percent recharge eventually attains a 
steady-state value and remains unchanged after subsequent 
cycling. The steady-state value is a unique value for a given 
temperature and in-rush current. Fig. 7(a) and (b) illustrates 
the variations in the simulated cell voltages and currents dur- 
ing a LEO cycle, at six different values for the SOC. in. 0.4. 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8, and0.9 at20”C with acharge voltage limit 
of I.40 and in-rush current of 12.5 A. 9s may b seen from 
the figure, higher the initial SOC, faster would tbe cell 
approach the voltage limit during charge. Also, due to the 
charge voltages being high with high initial SOCs, thecharge 
efficiency is reduced due to the accompanying oxygen evo- 
lution (Fig. 7(c)). resulting in a decrease in the SOC from 
tbe initial valw (Fig. (7d)). At lower initial SOCs, on the 
other hand, the charge efficiency is higher and hence the 
increase in the SOC after each LEO cycle. Fig. 8 shows such 
a variation in the percent recharge after a LEO cycle, with 

the SOC of the cell. It is interesting to note that after 15 
cycles, the percent recharge as well as the SOC attain stcady- 
state values, which is consistent with the expzrimental meth- 
odology of allowing 16 LEO cycles for the percent recharge 
to stabilize [ 131. 

3.4. Efict of in-rush current 

In-rush current is another parameter affecting the percent 
recharge. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the percent recharge gea- 
erally increases with an increase in the peak current. In order 
to examine the effect of the in-rush current on the predicted 
percent recharges. simulations have been carried out at seven 
different in-rush currents, i.e. IO, 12.5, 15, 175,20,22.5 and 
25 A. Typical plots showing the cell poteatials aad cell cur- 
rents during a LEO cycle at the above ia-nsh currents are 
shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b). A low charge voltage limit of 
I.39 V was chosen for these simularions toexamine tbe effect 
of in-rush current on the rechargeability of the Ni electrode, 
without much interference from the oxygen evolution pmc- 
ess. At higher in-rush currents, the ceil quickly approaches 
thevoltagclimitandge(sintotaperedcurrcntmode.Atlower 
in-rush currents, on the other hand, tbe tapered curre~ sets 
in later, but the charge return is also low, as evident l&n Fig. 
9(c), whichshows tbe variation of SOCdmingaLEOc+ 
at different in-rush currents. The -nt of charge injected 
into the cell is thus low at low in-rush currenrs, htcreaseswith 
an increase in the in-rush current initially, sod levels off later 
(Fig. 10). This is futlher illustrated in the percent recharge 
versus voltagclimitspl0(satvarioustcmpcr;larres,asdnaikd 
below. It may be pointed out here that our experimental teats 
on a TOPEX cell also indicate that the percent recharge 
increases with increasing in-rush currents [ 161. 

3.5. Percent recharge-voltage limit rdmiomhips 

Simulations have been p&ormed in the above-mmttkmed 
LEO regime at two io-rush curreots (0.25 and 0.4 C). at 
various cell voltages in a span of about 1 V and tiaally ig 
different tempemtures. Asmentionedearliier.simuIatioasbad 
to be repeated several times under each cooditioas. in order 
to attain the steady-state percent recharge. i.e. for dte iaitial 
andtinalSOCafterooeLEOcycle tobeideaticai.Mchplots 
conelating percent recharge with the voltage limit have beea 
generatedattempemtwesof0. IO,and2O”c(Fig. il).l%ex 
plots are similar in shape awl behavior compared witb the 
experimental data in Fig. 3. However, the sirnuked paaat 
recharges are found to be less sensitive co the cbaages ia the 
in-rush current when compared with the experimental data. 
This is attributed to the fact that the voltage limit during 
charge is attained rathex rapidly in the simuladoaa. due to 
higher charge voltages predicted by tbe model as discussed 
below. It is clear i&m Fig. 1 I that tk 
expectedly iocnases with an increase in 
more prominently after a specib voltage. e.g. 1.46 V at 20 
“c. This specific voltage cofrespmxling to the rapid ianeasc 



and in-Nlh C”rre”P of Cl4 al 20 “C. 

in the percent recharge is observed to increase with a decrease 
in the cell temperature. This is related to the negative tem- 
pera~ure coefficient of the cell e.m.f. for the Ni-Cd cell. Fur- 

thermore, the SW corresponding to the steady-state percent 
recharge increases with the voltage limit as well with thecell 
temperature. as shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 12 thus provides very 
useful information or! what the SOC of a healthy cell would 
be on a repetitive LEO cycling with a specified voltage limit 
and at a specified temperature. 
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Fig. 13. Slmulared ViTcurves of an NrCd cell in a LEO cycle. 

3.7. Comparison of the simulated VfTcurves with 
experimental data 

A comparison of the simulated VITcurves with the exper- 

imental V/T curves (Fig. 5) in Refs. [6,13,14] reveals the 
following: 

3.7.1. Shape of the Vfl curves 
The cxpaimental V/T reported in Ref. [6] are linear and 

are a set of parallel curves in the range of - 10 to + 30 “C, 

with a slope of - 2.33 f0.2 mV/“C. Interestingly. the slope 
is marginally higher in value compared with the temperature 
coefficient of the equilibrium cell potential. to account for tbe 
slower kinetics at low temperatures. ‘Ihe simulated V/T 
curves as well some of the recent experimental data (Fig. 
5(b) [ 141). on the other hand, tend to show non-linear 
behavior as a function of temperature. The non-linearbebav- 
ior can be attributed to the non-linearity in the kinetics of 
oxygen evolution process with temperature. In other words, 
the kinetics of oxygen evolution are relatively suppressed 

compared with the Ni reaction, as illustrated in Fig. 2, such 
that lower voltage limits are sufficient to achieve complete 
charging of the cell at low temperatures. Consequently. !he 
V/T curves are expected to bend to lower voltages at low 

temperatures. 

3.7.2. Percertt rechurges 
The percent recharges from the model are rather low for a 

given voltage. Alternately. the voltage corresponding to a 
given percent recharge is higher by about 20 mV. The poor 

recharging is due to the fact the initial cell charge voltages. 

after the switch-over from discharge are rather high. such that 
the cell approaches the tapered-charge mode rapidly. This 
also resulted :II an insensitivity in the recharge percent to the 

in-rush urrent, i.e. the percent recharge is identical at two 
different in-rush currents unlike in the experimental data. 

3.7.3. vfr range 
The spread in the voltages from V/T level I to V/T level 

8 is rather low. It is only -20 mV (2.5 mV/level) at low 
temperatures as compared to - 140 (17.5 mV/level) 
observed experimentally. Under ambient conditions, it is 

even lower, abou! IO mV ( 1.25 mV/level). This may unce 

again be related to higher charge voltages from the model 
than observed experimentally. This aspect of higher predicted 
charge voltages is not as much evident in our earlier studies 
of the model, involving constant current charges instead of 
VITcharging and is currently being addressed. 

4. Conclusions 

Thermally-compensated voltage limits are the most suita- 
ble charge control parameters for an Ni-Cd battery to mini- 
mize overcharge in applications requiring rapid recharge, 

such as in LEO satellites. Experimental determination of 

these curves is rather tedious. also due to the specificity of 
the VlTcurves to the mission orbit conditions and to the cell 
design. The VlTcurvesgeneratedfromfirst-principles’math- 
ematical battery models are in general agreement with the 

experimental data in terms of their shape, and dependence on 

the SOC and in-rush current. The simulated V/T curves are 
non-linear with respect to temperature, similar to the data 
fromGEAstrospace (Fig. S(b)) but unlikethcNASAcurves 
(Fig. S(a)). This is attributed to the improved charge effi- 
ciency of the Ni electrode at low temperatures. The simula- 
tions provide slightly higher charge voltages for the Ni-Cd 
cell, which results in a reduced percent recharge (at compa- 

rable voltage) orhigb voltage limit (foracomparablepercent 
recharge).lesssensitivitytothechangesinthein-rushcurrent 
and less voltage span corresponding to the desired range of 
percent recharge. 
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